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Ha Ha Tonka (HHT) is a state park in Missouri that was an early example of successful 
prescribed fire management. The first fire for woodland restoration at HHT (pictured below, 
top-right), occurred in 1983 in a small tract of dry chert woodlands. Since, the restoration 
program has grown to include approximately 87% of the park's acreage, including the 2,995-
acre Ha Ha Tonka Oak Woodland Natural Area. Dormant season fire has been applied every 3 
to 7 years, and mechanical removal of eastern red cedar and selective hardwood thinning has 
occurred. Now, the woodlands are dominated by old post, white, and black oaks, with a rich, 
diverse herbaceous ground layer (foreground, top-left). Scattered across this landscape is a 
heterogeneous shrub layer (e.g., foreground bottom-right), from which trees periodically recruit 
into the overstory. In the early stages of restoration, following a fire-free interval of approximately 20 years, 
species diversity and richness values were low. Following the initial years of using prescribed fire for oak 
woodland restoration, the Missouri Department of Natural Resources (DNR) established a vegetation 
monitoring protocol to track species accrual, species richness, and vegetative cover to monitor fire effects. 
Floristic quality has dramatically improved, and the monitoring program has been critical to documenting this 
success (see related presentation by Allison Vaughn (MO DNR) HERE).  

Even before the fire program began, HHT was surprisingly open (e.g., top-
right image above) and free of exotic and ruderal species, in part due to a 
history of frequent wildfires and less severe domestic livestock grazing 
compared to other part of the Ozarks. Paul Nelson (retired from MO 
DNR), led some of the earliest prescribed fires at HHT (inset bottom-left), 
and in the region. Pictured in the bottom-left panel, Larry Webb (former 
HHT Naturalist) records plant data on a glade-woodland complex following 
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a winter fire. The restoration success here provides researchers, botanists, 
wildlife enthusiasts, and park visitors an exceptional landscape reminiscent 
of early European-American settlement survey records. Click on each photo 
for a full-size downloadable image, or view all HERE. Photo credits – Top-
right: MO DNR; inset: Tom Nagel; all others Allison Vaughn.      
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